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💰MoneyFlows💰

U.S. can pursue secret national security probe of Mar-a-
Lago intruder

Jeffrey Epstein Borrowed ‘Tainted Money’ From Deutsche
Bank, Says Former Mentor

Bear Sterns/Ace Greenberg� Epstein
Greenberg�Roy Cohn�
Trump, Stone & Manafort�Stone & Manafort�Barrack

💰MoneyFlows2💰

Epstein’s Financial Trust also was also a major investor in Bear Stearns’s HGSCSEL

Fund, whose collapse helped ignite the global financial crisis.

Fact: Trump was awarded the last loan from BS prior to crash to finance his TOC

Panama 

Bear Sterns �JPMorgan
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💰MoneyFlows3💰

U.S. Investigating Deutsche Bank’s Dealings With Malaysian Fund 1MDB, re whether

DB violated foreign laws #GoldmanSachs 

Epstein appears to have been doing business & trading currencies through Deutsche

Bank until just a few months ago. #FBME

💰MoneyFlows4💰

Trump labor secretary @SecretaryAcosta who cut Epstein’s sweetheart deal plans to

slash funds for sex trafficking victims

Democrats condemn as ‘amoral’ Alex Acosta’s proposed 80% funding cut for US
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agency that combats child sex trafficking

#AcostaMustResign

💰MoneyFlows5💰

Acosta throws his former subordinates under the bus & fails to apologize to Epstein’s

victims 

“The Former State Atty Barry Krischer responds to Acosta: 

“I can emphatically state that Mr. Acosta’s recollection of this matter is completely

wrong."

#AcostaResign

0:00

💰MoneyFlows6💰

“He Said Not to Tell Anyone”: How Trump Kept Tabs on Jeffrey Epstein 

The Epstein Case Was Cold, Until a Miami Herald Reporter Got Accusers to Talk
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DOJ IG conducted over 100 interviews in probe of Mueller report origins & confirms

veracity of Steele Dossier

💰MoneyFlows7💰

With Wall Street's Secret Shackles Gone, Dimon Prowls for Deals, thanks to the

Trump adm’s reg roll backs to pre 2008 levels of unfettered deal making.

Fun fact: in 2017 Iceland unshackled their banks to pre crash levels of anything goes.

#Assange

Get it folks?

💰MoneyFlows8💰

Justice Dept. Tells Mueller Deputies Not to Testify, Scrambling an Agreement

Both Mr. Zebley and Mr. Quarles (Mueller deputies) have left the DOJ and are now

private citizens, meaning that the department most likely cannot actually block their

testimony
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💰MoneyFlows9💰

“You got a complaint? You come and talk to me about it.” 

Nancy Pelosi, at an extraordinary, closed-door meeting of the House Democratic

Caucus, appealed for unity & demanded an end to the public criticism & sniping.

#JusticeDems = #RogerStoneOp #ControlledOppo
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💰MoneyFlows10💰

Trump and the Merchants of Detention

Every betrayal seems to profit the president & his friends

Trump orders overhaul of organ transplant & kidney dialysis systems. Hmmmm..:

Mexico’s finance minister resigns, in major blow to López Obrador’s government

💰MoneyFlows11💰
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France moves to combat climate change by making flights more expensive

Appeals Court Orders Dismissal Of Emoluments Lawsuit Against Trump

Attorneys General Shocked at Court's Decision to Allow Trump to 'Brazenly' Profit

from Presidency

0:00

💰MoneyFlows11💰

Sexual Assault Allegation Surfaces About Nominee for Joint Chiefs Vice Chairman 

Boeing again reports no new orders for 737 Max as planes stay grounded after

crashes

Two active-duty Marines arrested after allegedly smuggling undocumented Mexican

immigrants

💰MoneyFlows12💰

Trump cut a deal with China to mute US support for HK protests in exchange for

progress in the trade war, 

Missing US scientist Suzanne Eaton found dead in abandoned WWII bunker in

Greece
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Diebold Inc. To Pay $25M Criminal Penalty To Resolve FCPA Investigation

💰MoneyFlows13💰

Bribery Division: Raids in Peru Target Former First Lady, Law Firms Linked to

Odebrecht Pipeline

In the aftermath of Khashoggi’s killing, Saudi influence machine whirs on in DC

Secret Service report finds mass attackers leave warning signs before violence

💰MoneyFlows13💰

Secret Service’s National Threat Assessment Center analyzed 27 incidents, mostly

shootings, during 2018
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Salvini:The Italian Far R & RU Oil-Deal Meeting

“We want to change EU. A new Europe has to be close to Russia as b/4, b/c we want

to have our sovereignty.”

💰MoneyFlows14💰

Former Puerto Rico Officials Are Accused of Corruption

Feds charge six people in alleged contract-steering scheme, inc’g exec at BDO Puerto

Rico PSC

US Launches Probe of French Digital Tax

French proposal will apply a 3% tax on revenue that big tech reap in FR

💰MoneyFlows15💰

SEC Clears Blockstack to Hold First Regulated Token Offering
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Trump Administration Hasn’t Briefed Congress on New Rules for Cyberattacks,

Lawmakers Say

Some lawmakers are concerned they lack oversight of the military’s increasing use of

cyber weapons

💰MoneyFlows16💰

HOC Plans Hearing with Acosta on Plea Deal with Epstein

Strip club to host golf tournament at Trump resort in S FL a Miami-area strip club,

which will allow golfers to pay for a dancer to serve as their “caddy girl” while they

play at the president’s club.🙄

💰MoneyFlows17💰

In the aftermath of Khashoggi’s killing, Saudi influence machine whirs on in

Washington

A Glacier the Size of Florida Is Becoming Unstable. It Has Dire Implications for

Global Sea Levels
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Trump’s July 4 event and weekend protests bankrupted D.C. security fund

0:00

💰MoneyFlows18💰

DOS Analyst Resigns After WH Blocked Climate Change Testimony

Rod Schoonover was prohibited from including evidence and data supporting his

assessments in testimony to House committee

Trump adm threatens veto of bill that combats PFAS contamination

0:00

💰MoneyFlows19💰

It appears that Jeffrey Epstein was involved in intelligence work, of some kind, for

someone—and it probably wasn’t American intelligence either. #KGB ? #Mossad ?

Stay tuned!
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New alleged victim of Jeffrey Epstein says he raped her when she was 15

💰MoneyFlows20💰

Trump again plans to hire dozens of foreign workers in Palm Beach County

Trump looks to rally controversial online allies at White House social media summit

US Customs just seized a ship owned by JPMorgan after authorities found $1 billion

worth of drugs on it

💰MoneyFlows21💰

PG&E Knew for Years Its Lines Could Spark Wildfires, and Didn’t Fix Them

Documents obtained by The Wall Street Journal show that the utility has long been

aware that parts of its 18,500-mile transmission system were dangerously outdated
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Justice Dept. Tells Mueller Deputies Not to Testify, Scrambling an Agreement

Both Mr. Zebley and Mr. Quarles (Mueller deputies) have left the DOJ and are now

private citizens, meaning that the department most likely cannot actually block their

testimony

Justice Dept. Tells Mueller Deputies Not to Testify, Scrambling an Agre…
The department’s intervention raises the prospect that a deal lawmakers thought
they had struck last month for testimony from Robert Mueller and two prosecutors
could still unravel.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/us/politics/mueller-testimony-justice-department.…

US Customs just seized a ship owned by JPMorgan after authorities found $1 billion

worth of drugs on it

US Customs just seized a ship owned by JPMorgan after authorities fo…
Federal prosecutors in Philadelphia have seized a container ship operated by the
Mediterranean Shipping Co. and owned by JPMorgan Asset Management. That c...

https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/cocaine-ship-jpmorgan-owns-vessel-…
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Giant marble pyramid-shaped island complex rising from sea uncovered, revealing

secrets of ancient Greece’s origins

H/T @Pinche_Pi 

Giant marble pyramid-shaped island complex rising from sea reveals s…
Archaeologists are, for the first time, discovering the probable origins of ancient
Greece. Excavations on a tiny island in the Aegean Sea – 125 miles southeast of
Athens – are revealing the earliest…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/archaeology/ancient-greece-archaeology…

‘It Could Have Been Any of Us’: Disdain for Trump Runs Among Ambassadors

‘It Could Have Been Any of Us’: Disdain for Trump Runs Among Amba…
Sir Kim Darroch, the British ambassador who resigned Wednesday, was not alone
in his criticism of the Trump administration and its habit of leaving foreign envoys in
the dark.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/10/world/europe/kim-darroch-trump.html?smid=nytc…

It appears that Jeffrey Epstein was involved in intelligence work, of some kind, for

someone—and it probably wasn’t American intelligence either. #KGB ? #Mossad ?

Stay tuned!
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It Sure Looks Like Jeffrey Epstein Was a Spy—But Whose?
In terms of scandals, the sordid saga of Jeffrey Epstein has it all. The only thing
missing was espionage. And it’s not missing anymore. Alexander Acosta,
according to himself, backed off on prosecut…

https://observer.com/2019/07/jeffrey-epstein-spy-intelligence-work/

U.S. Investigating Deutsche Bank’s Dealings With Malaysian Fund 1MDB

Justice Department looking into whether German bank violated foreign corruption or

anti-money-laundering laws

U.S. Investigating Deutsche Bank’s Dealings With Malaysian Fund 1MDB
The sprawling, multibillion-dollar Malaysian development fraud scandal that has
toppled a prime minister and stretched from Hollywood to Wall Street is threatening
to implicate Germany’s biggest bank…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-investigating-deutsche-bank-s-dealings-with-malaysia…

Ex-Goldman Banker in Plea Talks Ahead of 1MDB Trial in New York

Roger Ng enters not guilty plea in Brooklyn federal court

Ng accused of breaking U.S. anti-bribery laws in 1MDB scandal

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-06/ex-goldman-banker-

extradited-to-u-s-for-1mdb-charges-edge-says

He appears to have been doing business & trading currencies through Deutsche Bank

until just a few months ago. 

But as the possibility of federal charges loomed, the bank ended its client relationship

with Mr. Epstein.

#MoneyFlows 💦💰

Jeffrey Epstein’s ‘Infinite Means’ May Be a Mirage
Mr. Epstein, facing sex-trafficking charges, has long been hailed as a financial
wizard He got rich with the help of two wealthy connections but there is little
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wizard. He got rich with the help of two wealthy connections, but there is little
evidence he’s a billionaire.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/10/business/jeffrey-epstein-net-worth.html

He appears to have been doing business & trading currencies through Deutsche Bank

until just a few months ago. 

But as the possibility of federal charges loomed, the bank ended its client relationship

with Mr. Epstein. 

#MoneyFlows 💦💰

Jeffrey Epstein’s ‘Infinite Means’ May Be a Mirage
Mr. Epstein, facing sex-trafficking charges, has long been hailed as a financial
wizard. He got rich with the help of two wealthy connections, but there is little
evidence he’s a billionaire.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/10/business/jeffrey-epstein-net-worth.html

“You got a complaint? You come and talk to me about it.” Nancy Pelosi, at an

extraordinary, closed-door meeting of the House Democratic Caucus, appealed for

unity and demanded an end to the public criticism and sniping.

Pelosi Appeals for Democratic Unity While Dressing Down Dissenters
The speaker, at an extraordinary, closed-door meeting of the House Democratic
Caucus, tried to restore comity amid a dispute with four liberal freshmen and
demanded an end to the public criticism.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/10/us/politics/pelosi-ocasio-cortez.html

Towers investors lists Epstein as “an uncharged co-conspirator,” and alleges he

“knowingly & intentionally utilized funds he fraudulently diverted & obtained from

this massive Ponzi scheme for his own personal use to support a lavish lifestyle.”

#Deutsche
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Jeffrey Epstein Borrowed ‘Tainted Money’ From Deutsche Bank, Says …
In a phone interview with Observer, Steven Hoffenberg alleged Jeffrey Epstein
participated in a Ponzi scheme the two ran together in the 1980s, before using the
ill-gotten gains to launch his investm…

https://observer.com/2019/07/jeffrey-epstein-deutsche-bank-tainted-money/

Trump Administration Hasn’t Briefed Congress on New Rules for Cyberattacks,

Lawmakers Say

Some lawmakers are concerned they lack oversight of the military’s increasing use of

cyber weapons

Trump Administration Hasn’t Briefed Congress on New Rules for Cybe…
The Trump administration hasn’t allowed Congress to see a classified directive
issued by President Trump almost a year ago that outlines new rules for cyber
weapons, prompting concern among some lawm…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-administration-hasnt-briefed-congress-on-new-rule…

“The Former State Attorney Barry Krischer responds to Acosta: "I can emphatically

state that Mr. Acosta’s recollection of this matter is completely wrong."”

Michael Del Moro
@MikeDelMoro

NEW - The Former State Attorney Barry Krischer responds to 
Acosta: "I can emphatically state that Mr. Acosta’s recollection of 
this matter is completely wrong."
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5,820 10:09 PM - Jul 10, 2019

3,271 people are talking about this

Epstein’s Financial Trust also was also a major investor in Bear Stearns’s HGSCSEL

Fund, whose collapse helped ignite the global financial crisis.

Fact: Trump was awarded the last loan from BS prior to crash to finance his TOC

Panama

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-10/deutsche-bank-ended-

relationship-with-jeffrey-epstein-this-year

💰Bear Sterns-TOC Panama💰

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Bear Sterns-TOC Panama

Trump enjoyed a two-decade relationship with Bear Stearns, 
otherwise Trump Ocean Club Panama likely would never have 
been built. 

BS agreed to underwrite a $220 million bond issue for TOC 
Panama. 

Quite the coincidence that acronym, no?
53 12:20 AM - Mar 9, 2019

40 people are talking about this

💰💦Narco-a-lago: 💦💰
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Narco-a-lago: 

Suspected Money Laundering at the Trump Ocean Club, 
Panama

Main Thread#TrumpOceanClubPanama
393 10:02 PM - Mar 9, 2019

366 people are talking about this

🏵Reminder🏵

Pete EVANS
@911CORLEBRA777

Credit to @LincolnsBible for reminding me of Greenberg.
Ace Greenberg was head of Bear Stearns when Epstein made 
his sudden exit
Greenberg knew Roy Cohn
Cohn was mentor to Trump, Stone & Manafort
Tom Barrack has known Stone & Manafort since the 
70's@thespybrief@LouiseMensch 
twitter.com/911CORLEBRA777…

Pete EVANS @911CORLEBRA777
Replying to @thespybrief
Where do all these f*ckos intersect? New York & South Florida. 
Broward County / Miami in particular. Trump, Epstein, Stone, Bannon, 
Russians. Should have been heads up when a sitting Putin official had 
a condo in a Trump building 

cc@LincolnsBible @LouiseMensch
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107 people are talking about this
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How a future Trump Cabinet member gave a serial sex abuser the deal of a lifetime

Read more here:

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article220097825.html#storylink=cpy

🏵Epstein🏵

K. Louise Neufeld
@ninaandtito

So this is interesting. For many reasons. 
twitter.com/AnOpenSecret/s…

An Open Secret @AnOpenSecret
#TBT to when Woody Allen & his good friend & neighbor Jeffrey 
Epstein were pictured taking a stroll in 2013. In 2008, Epstein pled 
guilty to 1 count of soliciting prostitution from girls as young as 14. 
Epstein served 13 months in jail, and is a registered sex offender for 
life.

343 10:18 PM - Jan 19, 2018

262 people are talking about this

“He Said Not to Tell Anyone”: How Trump Kept Tabs on Jeffrey Epstein | Vanity Fair

“He Said Not to Tell Anyone”: How Trump Kept Tabs on Jeffrey Epstein
In the months before he ran for president, Donald Trump was in conversation with
National Enquirer owner David Pecker about his old acquaintance, Jeffrey Epstein,
and how his sexual abuse scandal mig
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and how his sexual abuse scandal mig…

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/how-trump-kept-tabs-on-jeffrey-epstein

🏵Salivini RU Meeting🏵

Alberto Nardelli
@AlbertoNardelli

We have obtained a secret audio recording of a Moscow meeting 
between three Russian operatives and a close aide to Italian 
Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini negotiating a plan to pump 
money from a Russian oil deal into Salvini’s far-right Lega 
partybuzzfeednews.com/article/albert…

19.4K 10:03 AM - Jul 10, 2019

16.4K people are talking about this

Revealed: The Explosive Secret Recording That Shows How R…
A close aide to Italy's deputy prime minister Matteo Salvini held
covert talks to pump Russian oil money to his far-right party.
buzzfeednews.com

Read The Full Transcript Of The Italian Far Right And Russia Oil-Deal Meeting

“We want to change Europe. A new Europe has to be close to Russia as before

because we want to have our sovereignty.”

Read The Full Transcript Of The Italian Far-Right-Russia Oil Deal Meeting
“We want to change Europe. A new Europe has to be close to Russia as before
because we want to have our sovereignty.”

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/buzzfeednews/transcript-lega-russia-oil-deal-m…

Federal investigators from the Justice Department's watchdog office have conducted

over 100 interviews in their probe of the FBI's surveillance efforts of Trump

campaign associate Carter Page, according to a letter sent to lawmakers and obtained

by CNN.
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Justice Department watchdog conducted over 100 interviews in survei…
Federal investigators from the Justice Department's watchdog office have
conducted over 100 interviews in their probe of the FBI's surveillance efforts of
Trump campaign associate Carter Page, accord…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/09/politics/doj-inspector-general-probe-steele/index.html

With Wall Street's Secret Shackles Gone, Dimon Prowls for Deals, thanks to the

Trump adm’s reg roll backs to pre 2008 levels of unshackled deal making.

Fun fact: 2017 Iceland unshackled their banks to pre crash levels of anything goes. 

Get it folks? 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-10/wall-street-unbound-old-

shackles-quietly-disappear-under-trump

Trump and the Merchants of Detention

Every betrayal seems to profit the president and his friends.

Opinion | Trump and the Merchants of Detention
Every betrayal seems to profit the president and his friends.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/08/opinion/trump-migrants-detention-centers.html

In the aftermath of Khashoggi’s killing, Saudi influence machine whirs on in

Washington

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/in-the-aftermath-of-khashoggis-murder…
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A federal judge has ruled that prosecutors can use a trespassing case against a

Chinese intruder at President Donald Trump’s private club, Mar-a-Lago, to

investigate a suspected Beijing-led intelligence operation in South Florida.

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/crime/article232490757.html

The Jeffrey Epstein Case Was Cold, Until a Miami Herald Reporter Got Accusers to

Talk 

The Jeffrey Epstein Case Was Cold, Until a Miami Herald Reporter Got …
The case seemed cold when a Miami Herald investigative journalist started looking
into it. Then she persuaded accusers to tell their stories.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/business/media/miami-herald-epstein.html

State Department Analyst Resigns After White House Blocked Climate Change

Testimony

Rod Schoonover was prohibited from including evidence and data supporting his

assessments in testimony to House committee

State Department Analyst Resigns After White House Blocked Climate …
A State Department intelligence analyst has resigned in protest after the White
House blocked portions of his written testimony to a congressional panel to exclude
data and evidence on climate change…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/state-department-analyst-resigns-after-white-house-block…

Trump labor secretary who cut Epstein deal plans to slash funds for sex trafficking

victims

Democrats condemn as ‘amoral’ Alex Acosta’s proposed 80% funding cut for US

agency that combats child sex trafficking

#AcostaMustResign 
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Trump labor secretary who cut Epstein deal plans to slash funds for se…
Democrats condemn as ‘amoral’ Alex Acosta’s proposed 80% funding cut for US
agency that combats child sex trafficking

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jul/09/labor-secretary-alexander-acosta-se…

🏵Global Economy: Vice🏵

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

There is an entire, second global economy - built on vice.
It was imagined in 1918 and first constructed in 1920 - only to 
solidify by 1934, and grow.
It is not taxed. 
The mob doesn't spend money to make money. They steal and 
extort. 
They don't invest. They launder. 
And... /1

1,547 12:29 AM - Feb 3, 2019

958 people are talking about this

🌶SpicyFiles🌶

BIJAN RAFIEKIAN, et al...EDVA Case Update it’s a LOT – Mad Dog PAC

BIJAN RAFIEKIAN, et al...EDVA Case Update it’s a LOT
  Apparently Flynn lied bigly    By way of background you might find these previous
write ups informative and it will help you understand how we got here and what’s
going on in  See March 13th updat…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/bijan-rafiekian-et-al-edva-case-update

Bribery Division: Raids in Peru Target Former First Lady, Law Firms Linked to

Odebrecht Pipeline
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Bribery Division: Ex-First Lady, Lawyers Raided Over Peru Odebrecht …
Peruvian prosecutors have raided 26 properties linked to alleged corruption
connected to a pipeline constructed by disgraced multinational Odebrecht.

https://www.icij.org/investigations/bribery-division/bribery-division-raids-in-peru-target-f…

Trump orders overhaul of organ transplant and kidney dialysis systems

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/trump-to-order-overhaul-of-organ-transplant-a…

An ancient skull bone unearthed in Greece may be the earliest known evidence of

modern humans outside Africa, a new study says

Fossil Suggests Earliest Known Movement of Humans Out of Africa
A new study reveals that an ancient skull found in Greece in 1978 may be the
earliest known evidence of modern humans outside Africa.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/fossil-suggests-earliest-known-movement-of-humans-out-…

Mexico’s finance minister abruptly resigned on Tuesday, accusing the left-wing

government of President Andrés Manuel López Obrador of making decisions that

were not grounded in evidence and of naming officials who were ignorant of

economics.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/mexicos-finance-minister-resigns…
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PG&E Knew for Years Its Lines Could Spark Wildfires, and Didn’t Fix Them

Documents obtained by The Wall Street Journal show that the utility has long been

aware that parts of its 18,500-mile transmission system were dangerously outdated

PG&E Knew for Years Its Lines Could Spark Wildfires, and Didn’t Fix T…
Documents obtained by The Wall Street Journal show that the utility has long been
aware that parts of its 18,500-mile transmission system were dangerously
outdated. That includes towers on the line t…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/pg-e-knew-for-years-its-lines-could-spark-wildfires-and-di…

The Trump administration pledged Wednesday to reduce end stage kidney disease by

25 percent by 2030, proposing to provide better care earlier in the disease’s

progression and double the number of kidney transplants performed in the US.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/trump-signs-executive-order-revamping-kidne…

‼ 2017‼ 

Labor nominee Acosta cut deal with billionaire guilty in sex abuse case - The

Washington Post

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/labor-nominee-acosta-cut-deal-with-billionaire…

Secret Service report finds mass attackers leave warning signs before violence

The agency's National Threat Assessment Center analyzed 27 incidents, mostly

shootings, during 2018
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Secret Service report finds mass attackers leave warning signs before …
Nearly all the people who carried out mass attacks in the U.S. last year made
threatening or concerning communications beforehand, and more than three-

quarters prompted concern from others, the Secre…

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/secret-service-report-finds-mass-…

Two active-duty Marines arrested after allegedly smuggling undocumented Mexican

immigrants

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/07/09/two-active-duty-marines-arrested-…

Trump cut a deal with China to mute US support for Hong Kong protests in exchange

for progress in the trade war, report says

Trump cut a deal with China to mute US support for Hong Kong protes…
According to the Financial Times, President Donald Trump made the offer at the
last G20 summit. Shortly after, China and the US reopened trade talks.

http://www.businessinsider.com/trump-xi-jinping-soften-hong-kong-criticism-trade-talks-…

A Glacier the Size of Florida Is Becoming Unstable. It Has Dire Implications for

Global Sea Levels
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A Glacier the Size of Florida Is Becoming Unstable. It Has Dire Implicat…
Thwaites glacier in Antarctica might be past the point of no return. Scientists predict
its ice sheet may break off, increasing sea levels.

https://time.com/5622632/thwaites-glacier-antarctica-melting/

Trump’s golf resort in Doral, Fla., is scheduled to host a golf tournament Saturday put

on by a Miami-area strip club, which will allow golfers to pay for a dancer to serve as

their “caddy girl” while they play at the president’s club.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/strip-club-to-host-golf-tournament-at-trump-re…

New alleged victim of Jeffrey Epstein says he raped her when she was 15

New alleged victim of Jeffrey Epstein says he raped her when she was …
"I was terrified and I was telling him to stop, please stop." Those are the words of
Jennifer Araoz, who says Jeffrey Epstein raped her when she was 15 years old.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/07/10/us/jeffrey-epstein-accuser/index.html

Trump again plans to hire dozens of foreign workers in Palm Beach County

Trump again plans to hire dozens of foreign workers in Palm Beach Co…
President Donald Trump aims to hire 80 at the Mar-a-Lago Club in Palm Beach and
14 at Trump National Golf Club in Jupiter.

https://www.palmbeachpost.com/news/20190708/trump-again-plans-to-hire-dozens-of-…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿
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Christopher W Fisher
@ChristopWFisher

#PAM #PAMFAM @karolcummins @starree @ndylan1 
@lennoxskyler
Sunset in Hawaii

I'm watching the Pipeline Cam on @exploreorg, streaming live 
from the Hawaiian Islands: explore.org/snapshots?snap…

9 5:34 AM - Jul 10, 2019

See Christopher W Fisher's other Tweets

Pipeline Surfing Snapshot taken by ChristopWFisher | Explore…
A snapshot from a livecam takeb by user ChristopWFisher on
Explore.org
explore.org

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

https://twitter.com/bestvideosviral/status/1149048659222388736?s=21

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

The Wildlife Trusts
@WildlifeTrusts

The canary-shouldered thorn moth is fabulously eye-catching!
This bright yellow fluff lives in woodland, scrub, parks and even 
rural gardens. 

202 7:18 PM - Jul 10, 2019

37 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Photographer catches blackbird perched on eagle’s back
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Photographer catches blackbird perched on eagle’s back
The money picture shows the smaller bird riding on the back of the eagle, but it
doesn’t tell the whole story.

https://www.nbc12.com/2019/07/10/photographer-catches-blackbird-perched-eagles-b…

🎾#Diebenkorn🎾

🎾🌝🎾🌝🎾🌝🎾🌝🎾

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#Diebenkorn

Diebenkorn was an American painter and printmaker. He was 
born in 1922 in Portland, Oregon and died 1993 in Berkeley, CA.

Self-portrait

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#Diebenkorn

58 6:50 PM - Sep 27, 2018

17 people are talking about this
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#PAM #PAMFAM #Diebenkorn

🌳Breathe🌳

Another insane day! Deutsche Bank teetering re it’s role in the global laundromat. 

JPMorgan giddy w/ greed re news the Trump Adm rolled back regs. 

JPMorgan container ship seized re it’s cargo—huge drug bust. Funny that?🤔

#ChemicalWarfare

Getting closer folks.

0:00

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour
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@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Pinche_Pi @ninaandtito
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY! 

#NutShellReport

#ThePatriotTimes

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you.

July 10, 2019

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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